In a fading town, far from anyone he
knew or trusted, a young Lemony Snicket
began his apprenticeship in an organization
nobody knows about. He started by asking
questions that shouldn’t have been on his mind.
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Chapter One
There was a town, and there was a girl, and
there was a theft. I was living in the town, and I
was hired to investigate the theft, and I thought
the girl had nothing to do with it. I was almost
thirteen and I was wrong. I was wrong about all of
it. I should have asked the question “Why would
someone say something was stolen when it was
never theirs to begin with?” Instead, I asked the
wrong question—four wrong questions, more or
less. This is the account of the first.
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The Hemlock Tearoom and Stationery
Shop is the sort of place where the floors always
feel dirty, even when they are clean. They were
not clean on the day in question. The food
at the Hemlock is too awful to eat, particularly
the eggs, which are probably the worst eggs
in the entire city, including those on exhibit at
the Museum of Bad Breakfast, where visitors
can learn just how badly eggs can be prepared.
The Hemlock sells paper and pens that are
damaged and useless, but the tea is drinkable,
and the place is located across the street from
the train station, so it is an acceptable place to
sit with one’s parents before boarding a train
for a new life. I was wearing the suit I’d been
given as a graduation present. It had hung
in my closet for weeks, like an empty person.
I felt glum and thirsty. When the tea arrived,
for a moment the steam was all I could see.
I’d said good-bye to someone very quickly and
was wishing I’d taken longer. I told myself that
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it didn’t matter and that certainly it was no
time to frown around town. You have work to
do, Snicket, I told myself. There is no time for
moping.
You’ll see her soon enough in any case, I
thought, incorrectly.
Then the steam cleared, and I looked at the
people who were with me. It is curious to look
at one’s family and try to imagine how they
look to strangers. I saw a large-shouldered man
in a brown, linty suit that looked like it made
him uncomfortable, and a woman drumming
her fingernails on the table, over and over, the
sound like a tiny horse’s galloping. She happened
to have a flower in her hair. They were both
smiling, particularly the man.
“You have plenty of time before your train,
son,” he said. “Would you like to order something to eat? Eggs?”
“No, thank you,” I said.
“We’re both so proud of our little boy,” said
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the woman, who perhaps would have looked
nervous to someone who was looking closely at
her. Or perhaps not. She stopped drumming her
fingers on the table and ran them through my
hair. Soon I would need a haircut. “You must be
all a-tingle with excitement.”
“I guess so,” I said, but I did not feel a-tingle.
I did not feel a-anything.
“Put your napkin in your lap,” she told me.
“I did.”
“Well, then, drink your tea,” she said, and
another woman came into the Hemlock. She
did not look at me or my family or anywhere at
all. She brushed by my table, very tall, with a
very great deal of very wild hair. Her shoes made
noise on the floor. She stopped at a rack of envelopes and grabbed the first one she saw, tossing
a coin to the woman behind the counter, who
caught it almost without looking, and then she
was back out the door. With all the tea on all
the tables, it looked like one of her pockets was
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steaming. I was the only one who had noticed
her. She did not look back.
There are two good reasons to put your napkin in your lap. One is that food might spill
in your lap, and it is better to stain the napkin
than your clothing. The other is that it can serve
as a perfect hiding place. Practically nobody is
nosy enough to take the napkin off a lap to see
what is hidden there. I sighed deeply and stared
down at my lap, as if I were lost in thought, and
then quickly and quietly I unfolded and read the
note the woman had dropped there.
Climb out the window in the
bathroom and meet me in the alley
behind this shop.

I will be waiting

in the green roadster.
five minutes.

You have

—S

“Roadster,” I knew, was a fancy word for
“car,” and I couldn’t help but wonder what kind
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of person would take the time to write “roadster”
when the word “car” would do. I also couldn’t
help but wonder what sort of person would sign
a secret note, even if they only signed the letter
S. A secret note is secret. There is no reason to
sign it.
“Are you OK, son?”
“I need to excuse myself,” I said, and stood
up. I put the napkin down on the table but kept
the note crumpled up in my hand.
“Drink your tea.”
“Mother,” I said.
“Let him go, dear,” said the man in the
brown suit. “He’s almost thirteen. It’s a difficult age.”
I stood up and walked to the back of the
Hemlock. Probably one minute had passed
already. The woman behind the counter watched
me look this way and that. In restaurants they
always make you ask where the bathroom is,
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even when there’s nothing else you could be
looking for. I told myself not to be embarrassed.
“If I were a bathroom,” I said to the woman,
“where would I be?”
She pointed to a small hallway. I noticed
the coin was still in her hand. I stepped quickly
down the hallway without looking back. I would
not see the Hemlock Tearoom and Stationery
Shop again for years and years.
I walked into the bathroom and saw that I
was not alone. I could think of only two things
to do in a bathroom while waiting to be alone. I
did one of them, which was to stand at the sink
and splash some cold water on my face. I took the
opportunity to wrap the note in a paper towel
and then run the thing under the water so it was
a wet mess. I threw it away. Probably nobody
would look for it.
A man came out of the stall and caught my
eye in the mirror. “Are you all right?” he asked
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me. I must have looked nervous.
“I had the eggs,” I said, and he washed his
hands sympathetically and left. I turned off the
water and looked at the only window. It was
small and square and had a very simple latch.
A child could open it, which was good, because
I was a child. The problem was that it was ten
feet above me, in a high corner of the bathroom.
Even standing on tiptoes, I couldn’t reach the
point where I’d have to stand if I wanted to reach
the point to open the latch. Any age was a difficult age for someone needing to get through
that window.
I walked into the bathroom stall. Behind
the toilet was a large parcel wrapped in brown
paper and string, but wrapped loosely, as if
nobody cared whether you opened it or not.
Leaned up against the wall like that, it didn’t
look interesting. It looked like something the
Hemlock needed, or a piece of equipment a
plumber had left behind. It looked like none of
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your business. I dragged it into the middle of
the stall and shut the door behind me as I tore
open the paper. I didn’t lock it. A man with large
shoulders could force open a door like that even
if it were locked.
It was a folding ladder. I knew it was there.
I’d put it there myself.
It was probably one minute to find the note,
one to walk to the bathroom, one to wait for
the man to leave, and two to set up the ladder,
unlatch the window, and half-jump, half-slide
out the window into a small puddle in the alley.
That’s five minutes. I brushed muddy water off
my pants. The roadster was small and green and
looked like it had once been a race car, but now it
had cracks and creaks all along its curved body.
The roadster had been neglected. No one had
taken care of it, and now it was too late. The
woman was frowning behind the steering wheel
when I got in. Her hair was now wrestled into
place by a small leather helmet. The windows
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were rolled down, and the rainy air matched the
mood in the car.
“I’m S. Theodora Markson,” she said.
“I’m Lemony Snicket,” I said, and handed
her an envelope I had in my pocket. Inside was
something we called a letter of introduction,
just a few paragraphs describing me as somebody who was an excellent reader, a good cook,
a mediocre musician, and an awful quarreler. I
had been instructed not to read my letter of
introduction, and it had taken me some time to
slip the envelope open and then reseal it.
“I know who you are,” she said, and tossed
the envelope into the backseat. She was staring
through the windshield like we were already
on the road. “There’s been a change of plans.
We’re in a great hurry. The situation is more
complicated than you understand or than I am
in a position to explain to you under the present
circumstances.”
“Under the present circumstances,” I repeated.
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“You mean, right now?”
“Of course that’s what I mean.”
“If we’re in a great hurry, why didn’t you just
say ‘right now’?”
She reached across my lap and pushed open
the door. “Get out,” she said.
“What?”
“I will not be spoken to this way. Your predecessor, the young man who worked under me
before you, he never spoke to me this way. Never.
Get out.”
“I’m sorry,” I said.
“Get out.”
“I’m sorry,” I said.
“Do you want to work under me, Snicket?
Do you want me to be your chaperone?”
I stared out at the alley. “Yes,” I said.
“Then know this: I am not your friend. I am
not your teacher. I am not a parent or a guardian
or anyone who will take care of you. I am your
chaperone, and you are my apprentice, a word
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which here means ‘person who works under
me and does absolutely everything I tell him
to do.’”
“I’m contrite,” I said, “a word which here
means—”
“You already said you were sorry,” S. Theodora Markson said. “Don’t repeat yourself. It’s
not only repetitive, it’s redundant, and people
have heard it before. It’s not proper. It’s not sensible. I am S. Theodora Markson. You may call
me Theodora or Markson. You are my apprentice. You work under me, and you will do
everything I tell you to do. I will call you Snicket.
There is no easy way to train an apprentice.
My two tools are example and nagging. I will
show you what it is I do, and then I will tell
you to do other things yourself. Do you understand?”
“What’s the S stand for?”
“Stop asking the wrong questions,” she
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replied, and started the engine. “You probably
think you know everything, Snicket. You are
probably very proud of yourself for graduating,
and for managing to sneak out of a bathroom
window in five and a half minutes. But you know
nothing.”
S. Theodora Markson took one of her gloved
hands off the steering wheel and reached up to
the dashboard of the roadster. I noticed for the
first time a teacup, still steaming. The side of
the cup read hemlock.
“You probably didn’t even notice I took your
tea, Snicket,” she said, and then reached across
me and dumped the tea out the window. It
steamed on the ground, and for a few seconds
we watched an eerie cloud rise into the air of the
alley. The smell was sweet and wrong, like a dangerous flower.
“Laudanum,” she said. “It’s an opiate. It’s a
medicament. It’s a sleeping draught.” She turned
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and looked at me for the first time. She looked
pleasant enough, I would say, though I wouldn’t
say it to her. She looked like a woman with a
great deal to do, which is what I was counting
on. “Three sips of that and you would have been
incoherent, a word which here means mumbling
crazy talk and nearly unconscious. You never
would have caught that train, Snicket. Your parents would have hurried you out of that place and
taken you someplace else, someplace I assure you
that you do not want to be.”
The cloud disappeared, but I kept staring at
it. I felt all alone in the alley. If I had drunk my
tea, I never would have been in that roadster,
and if I had not been in that roadster, I never
would have ended up falling into the wrong
tree, or walking into the wrong basement, or
destroying the wrong library, or finding all
the other wrong answers to the wrong questions I was asking. She was right, S. Theodora
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Markson. There was no one to take care of me.
I was hungry. I shut the door of the car and
looked her in the eye.
“Those weren’t my parents,” I said, and off
we went.
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Chapter Two
If you ask the right librarian and you get the
right map, you can find the small dot of a town
called Stain’d-by-the-Sea, about half a day’s
drive from the city. But the town is actually
nowhere near the sea but instead at the end of a
long, bumpy road that has no name which is on
no map you can find. I know this because it was
in Stain’d-by-the-Sea that I spent my apprenticeship, and not in the city, where I thought it
would be. I did not know this until S. Theodora
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Markson drove the roadster past the train station
without even slowing down.
“Aren’t we taking the train?” I asked.
“That’s another wrong question,” she said. “I
told you there’s been a change of plans. The map
is not the territory. That’s an expression which
means the world does not match the picture in
our heads.”
“I thought we were working across town.”
“That’s exactly what I mean, Snicket. You
thought we were working across town, but we are
not working in the city at all.”
My stomach fell to the floor of the car, which
rattled as we took a sharp turn around a construction site. A team of workers were digging
up the street to start work on the Fountain of
Victorious Finance. Tomorrow, if it were possible for an apprentice to sneak away for lunch,
I was supposed to meet someone right there,
in hopes of measuring how deep the hole was
that they were digging. I’d managed to acquire
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a new measuring tape for just that purpose,
one that stretched out a very long distance and
then scurried back into its holder with a satisfying click. The holder was shaped like a bat,
and the tape measure was red, as if the bat had
a very long tongue. I realized I would never see
it again.
“My suitcase,” I said, “is at the train station.”
“I purchased some clothes for you,” Theodora
said, and tilted her helmeted head toward the
backseat, where I saw a small, bruised suitcase.
“I was given your measurements, so hopefully
they fit. If they don’t, you will have to either lose
or gain weight or height. They’re unremarkable
clothes. The idea is not to attract attention.”
I thought that wearing clothes either too big
or too small for me would be likely to attract
attention, and I thought of the small stack of
books I had tucked next to the bat. One of them
was very important. It was a history of the city’s
underground sewer system. I had planned to
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take a few notes on chapter 5 of the book, on
the train across town. When I disembarked at
Bellamy Station, I would crumple the notes into
a ball and toss them to my associate without
being seen. She would be standing at the magazine rack at Bellamy Books. It was all mapped
out, but now the territory was different. She
would read magazines for hours before catching her own train to her own apprenticeship, but
then what would she do? What would I do? I
scowled out the window and asked myself these
and other hopeless questions.
“Your reticence is not appreciated,” Theodora
said, breaking my sour silence. “‘Reticence’ is a
word which here means not talking enough. Say
something, Snicket.”
“Are we there yet?” I asked hopefully,
although everyone knows that is the wrong
question to ask the driver of a car. “Where are
we going?” I tried instead, but for a moment
Theodora did not answer. She was biting her
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lip, as if she were also disappointed about something, so I tried one more question that I
thought she might like better. “What does the
S stand for?”
“Someplace else,” she replied, and it was true.
Before long we had passed out of the neighborhood, and then out of the district, and then out
of the city altogether and were driving along a
very twisty road that made me grateful I had
eaten little. The air had such a curious smell
that we had to close the windows of the roadster, and it looked like rain. I stared out the
window and watched the day grow later. Few
cars were on the road, but all of them were in
better shape than Theodora’s. Twice I almost fell
asleep thinking of places and people in the city
that were dearly important to me, and the distance between them and myself growing and
growing until the distance grew so vast that even
the longest-tongued bat in the world could not
lick the life I was leaving behind.
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A new sound rattled me out of my thoughts.
The road had become rough and crackly under
the vehicle’s wheels as Theodora took us down a
hill so steep and long I could not see the bottom
of it through the roadster’s dirty windows.
“We’re driving on seashells,” my chaperone
said in explanation. “This last part of the journey is all seashells and stones.”
“Who would pave a road like that?”
“Wrong question, Snicket,” she replied.
“Nobody paved it, and it’s not really a road.
This entire valley used to be underwater. It
was drained some years back. You can see why
it would be absolutely impossible to take the
train.”
A whistle blew right then. I decided not to
say anything. Theodora glared at me anyway
and then frowned out the window. A distance
away was the hurried, slender shape of a long
train, balancing high above the bumpy valley
where we were driving. The train tracks were
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on a long, high bridge, which curved out from
the shore to reach an island that was now just
a mountain of stones rising out of the drained
valley. Theodora turned the roadster toward
the island, and as we approached I could see
a group of buildings—faded brick buildings
enclosed by a faded brick wall. A school, perhaps, or the estate of a dull family. The buildings
had once been elegant, but many of the windows were shattered and gone, and there were
no signs of life. I was surprised to hear, just as
the roadster passed directly under the bridge, the
low, loud clanging of a bell, from a high brick
tower that looked abandoned and sad on a pile
of rocks.
Theodora cleared her throat. “There should
be two masks behind you.”
“Masks?” I said.
“Don’t repeat what I say, Snicket. You are
an apprentice, not a mynah bird. There are two
masks on the backseat. We need them.”
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I reached back and found the items in question but had to stare at them for a moment
before I found the courage to pick them up.
The two masks, one for an adult and one for
a child, were fashioned from a shiny silver
metal, with a tangle of rubber tubes and filters on the back. On the front were narrow slits
for the eyes and a small ripple underneath for
the nose. There was nothing where a mouth
might be, so the faces of the masks looked at
me silently and spookily, as if they thought this
whole journey was a bad idea.
“I absolutely agree,” I told them.
Theodora frowned. “That bell means we
should don these masks. ‘Don’ is a word which
here means ‘put on our heads.’ The pressure
at this depth will make it difficult to breathe
otherwise.”
“Pressure?”
“Water pressure, Snicket. It’s everywhere
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around us. Masked or not, you must use your
head.”
My head told me it didn’t understand how
there could be water pressure everywhere
around us. There wasn’t any water. I wondered
where all the water had gone when they’d
drained this part of the sea, and I should have
wondered. But I told myself it was the wrong
question and asked something else instead.
“Why did they do this? Why did they drain
the sea of its water?”
S. Theodora Markson took off her helmet,
and for a moment I glimpsed a great deal of wild,
long hair before she took one mask from my
hands and slipped it onto her head. “To save the
town,” she replied in a muffled voice. “Put your
mask on, Snicket.”
I did as Theodora said. The mask was dark
inside and smelled faintly like a cave or a closet
that had not been opened in some time. A few
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tubes huddled in front of my mouth, like worms
in front of a fish. I blinked behind the slits at
Theodora, who blinked back.
“Is the mask working?” she asked me.
“How can I tell?”
“If you can breathe, then it’s working.”
I did not say that I had been breathing previously. Something more interesting had attracted
my attention. Out the window of the roadster I
saw a line of big barrels, round and old, squatting uncovered next to some odd, enormous
machines. The machines looked like huge
hypodermic needles, as if a doctor were planning on giving several shots to a giant. Here and
there were people—men or women, it was impossible to tell in their masks—checking on the
needles to make sure they were working properly. They were. With a swinging of hinges and
a turning of gears, the needles plunged deep
into holes in the shell-covered ground and then
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rose up again, full of a black liquid. The needles
deposited the liquid, with a quiet black splash,
into the barrels and then plunged back into
the holes, over and over again while I watched
through the slits in my mask.
“Oil,” I guessed.
“Ink,” Theodora corrected. “The town is
called Stain’d-by-the-Sea. Of course, it is no
longer by the sea, as they’ve drained it away. But
the town still manufactures ink that was once
famous for making the darkest, most permanent
stains.”
“And the ink is in those holes?”
“Those holes are long, narrow caves,”
Theodora said, “like wells. And in the caves are
octopi. That’s where the ink comes from.”
I thought of a friend of mine who had also
just graduated, a girl who knew about all sorts of
underwater life. “I thought octopi make ink only
when they are frightened.”
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“I imagine an octopus would find those
machines very frightening indeed,” Theodora
said, and she turned the roadster onto a narrow
path in the shells that twisted upward, climbing
a steep and craggy mountain. At its peak, I could
see a faint, pulsing light through the afternoon
gray. It took me a minute to realize that it was
a lighthouse, which stood on a cliff that overlooked what had been waves and water and was
now just a vast, eerie landscape. As the roadster
sputtered up the hill, I looked out the windows
on Theodora’s side and saw that opposite the
inkwells was another strange sight.
“The Clusterous Forest,” Theodora said,
before I could even ask. “When they drained the
sea, everyone thought all of the seaweed would
shrivel up and die. But my information says that
for some mysterious reason, the seaweed learned
to grow on dry land, and now for miles and miles
there is an enormous forest of seaweed. Never
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go in there, Snicket. It is a wild and lawless place,
not fit for man or beast.”
She did not have to tell me not to go into
the Clusterous Forest. It was frightening enough
just to look at it. It was less like a forest and more
like an endless mass of shrubbery, with the shiny
leaves of the seaweed twisting this way and that,
as if the plants were still under churning water.
Even with the windows shut, I could smell the
forest, a brackish scent of fish and soil, and I
could hear the rustling of thousands of strands
of seaweed that had somehow survived the draining of the sea.
The bell rang again as the roadster finally
reached the top of the hill, signaling the allclear. We removed our masks, and Theodora
steered the car onto an actual paved road that
wound past the blinking lighthouse and down
a hill lined with trees. We passed a small white
cottage and then came to a stop at the driveway
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of a mansion so large it looked like several mansions had crashed together. Parts of it looked
like a castle, with several tall towers stretching
high into the cloudy air, and parts of it looked
like a tent, with heavy gray cloth stretched
over an ornate garden crawling with fountains
and statues, and parts of it looked more like a
museum, with a severe front door and a long,
long stretch of window. The view from the
window must have been very pretty once, with
the waves crashing below the cliffs. It wasn’t
pretty anymore. I looked down and saw the
top of the Clusterous Forest, moving in slow
ripples like spooky laundry hung out to dry,
and the distant sight of the needles spilling ink
into the waiting barrels.
Theodora braked and got out of the car,
stretched, and took off her gloves and her leather
helmet. I finally had a good look at her long,
thick hair, which was almost as strange a sight
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as everything I had seen on the way. I needed
a haircut, but S. Theodora Markson made me
look bald. Her hair stretched out every which
way from her head in long, curly rows, like a
waterfall made from tangled yarn. It was very
hard to listen to her while it was in front of me.
“Listen to me, Snicket,” my chaperone said.
“You are on probation. Your penchant for asking too many questions and for general rudeness
makes me reluctant to keep you. ‘Penchant’ is a
word which here means habit.”
“I know what penchant means,” I said.
“That is exactly what I’m talking about,”
Theodora said sternly, and quickly ran her fingers through her hair in an attempt to tame it.
It was impossible to tame, like leeches. “Our
first client lives here, and we are meeting with
her for the first time. You are to speak as little
as possible and let me do the work. I am very
excellent at my job, and you will learn a great
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deal as long as you keep quiet and remember
you are merely an apprentice. Do you understand?”
I understood. Shortly before graduation I’d
been given a list of people with whom I could
apprentice, ranked by their success in their various endeavors. There were fifty-two chaperones
on the list. S. Theodora Markson was ranked
fifty-second. She was wrong. She was not excellent at her job, and this was why I wanted to
be her apprentice. The map was not the territory. I had pictured working as an apprentice in
the city, where I would have been able to complete a very important task with someone I could
absolutely trust. But the world did not match
the picture in my head, and instead I was with
a strange, uncombed person, overlooking a sea
without water and a forest without trees.
I followed Theodora along the driveway and
up a long set of brick stairs to the front door,
where she rang the doorbell six times in a row.
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It felt like the wrong thing to do, standing at
the wrong door in the wrong place. We did it
anyway. Knowing that something is wrong and
doing it anyway happens very often in life, and I
doubt I will ever know why.
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Chapter Three
After the sixth ring of the doorbell, I could
hear faint footsteps approaching the door, but
my thoughts had drifted someplace else. Instead
of standing at the door of a mansion in this
strange, faraway place, I imagined myself back
in the city, standing at the top of a hole with
my tape measure and my trusted associate. I
pictured myself in possession of all the belongings I had put in my suitcase. I pretended that
I had no need of a strange, shiny mask. And
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most of all I had a vision of myself in which I
was not so very hungry. I had planned to eat
something on the train but instead had journeyed a great distance in Theodora’s roadster
with not even the tiniest of snacks, and while
in my mind I was quite full from an excellent
meal, in Stain’d-by-the-Sea my stomach was
growling something awful.
It was for this reason that I took little
notice of the butler who opened the door for
us or the hallway he led us down before opening a set of double doors and asking us to
wait in the library. I should have paid attention.
An apprentice should pay close attention to the
details of a new location, particularly if the furniture seems wrong for the room, or if the library
seems to have only a handful of books in it.
But I didn’t even look back as the butler shut
the doors behind us, and instead cast my eyes
across the large, dim room to a small, bright
36
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table where tea had been laid out on a tray,
along with a dozen cookies on a plate. I walked
over to get a closer look. They were almond
cookies, although they could have been made of
spinach and shoes for all I cared. I ate eleven
of them, right in a row. It is rude to take the
last cookie.
Theodora had sat down on a small sofa and
was looking at me with disgust. “Not proper,
Snicket,” she said, shaking her head. “Not proper
at all.”
“I saved you one,” I said.
“Sit right here next to me and stop talking,”
Theodora said, tapping the sofa with a glove.
“The butler told us to wait, and wait we shall.”
Wait we did. We waited long enough that I
looked for something to read. The few books on
the shelves looked like the sort of books someone would leave behind rather than ever look
at again. I read five chapters of a book about a
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boy named Johnny. He lived in America when
America was still England. One day he burned
his hand and was no longer able to work as a
silversmith, which sounded like a miserable line
of work anyway, so he took an interest in local
politics. I felt sorry for the guy, but I had other
things on my mind and put the book back on the
shelf just as the double doors opened and an old
woman walked into the room with a limp and a
black cane to go with it.
“Thank you for waiting,” she said in a voice
even creakier than I’d thought it would be. “I am
Mrs. Murphy Sallis.”
“S. Theodora Markson,” said S. Theodora
Markson, standing up quickly and yanking me
up beside her. “I had been told that my client was
a man.”
“I am not a man,” said the woman, with a
frown.
“I can see that,” Theodora said.
“It’s very nice to meet you,” I said quickly.
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Theodora glared at me, but Mrs. Murphy Sallis
gave me a brief smile and offered me her hand,
which was as smooth and soft as old lettuce.
“Charming boy,” she said, and then frowned
again at Theodora. “What does the S stand for?”
“Standing next to me is my apprentice,”
Theodora said, and handed the old woman an
envelope. Mrs. Sallis tore it open and lowered
herself into the largest chair to read it, without offering to ring for more cookies. Even in
the dim room, I could see the insignia on the
letter, which matched that of my letter of introduction. I’ve never cared for it. The old woman
looked about as interested in the letter as I was
in Johnny’s silversmithing. “This will do,” she
said, and put the letter down on the tray with a
quick look at the crumb-covered plate. Then,
with a great sigh, as if preparing herself for an
important performance, Mrs. Sallis looked at
Theodora and began to speak.
“I’m in desperate need of your assistance,”
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she began. “A priceless item has been stolen from
my home, and I need to get it back.”
“First,” Theodora said, “we’ll need to know
what the item is.”
“I know that,” the woman snapped. “I was
just about to tell you. It’s a small statue, about the
size of a bottle of milk. It’s made of an extremely
rare species of wood that is very shiny and black
in color. The statue has been in my family for
generations and has been valued at upward of
a great deal of money.”
“A great deal of money,” Theodora repeated
thoughtfully. “When was it stolen?”
“That I do not know,” Mrs. Sallis said. “I have
not been in this room for quite some time, and
normally the statue is kept here in the library, on
the mantel over there.”
We looked at the mantel. Sure enough, there
was nothing on it.
“Two days ago I came in here looking for
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something and saw that it was missing. I’ve
been upset ever since.”
“Hmm,” Theodora said, and walked quickly
to the windows of the library, which were
shrouded by heavy curtains. She yanked them
aside and then fiddled with both of the windows, first one and then the other. “These are
latched.”
“They’re always latched,” Mrs. Sallis replied.
“Hmm.” Theodora crossed slowly to the
mantel and then leaned her head down to look at
it very closely. There was still nothing on it. She
took two large, slow steps backward and then
stared up at the ceiling. “What is above this
room?”
“A small parlor, I believe,” the old woman
said.
“The burglar could have broken into this
room from the parlor,” Theodora said. “He or
she would have had to saw a hole in the ceiling,
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of course, but then gravity would have done the
rest, dropping the burglar right in front of
the mantel.”
Everyone in the room looked at the ceiling,
which was as red and blank as the surface of
an apple.
“Glue,” Theodora said. “Glue and plaster
could cover it up.”
The old woman put her hand to her head. “I
know who stole it,” she said.
Theodora coughed a little. “Well, that doesn’t
necessarily mean they didn’t come in through
the ceiling.”
“Who stole it?” I asked.
The old woman rose and limped to one
of the windows. She pointed out at the lighthouse
we had passed on the way. “The Mallahan family,” she said. “They’ve been enemies of my
family for many lifetimes. They always swore
they’d steal the statue, and at last they have.”
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“Why didn’t you call the police?” I asked.
Mrs. Murphy Sallis looked surprised and
stammered for a few seconds before Theodora
butted in. “Because she called us,” she said. “Rest
assured, Mrs. Sallis, we will find this statue and
bring the thieves to justice.”
“I just want the statue back with its rightful owner,” the old woman said hastily. “I want
nobody to know you are working for me, and
I want nothing done to the Mallahans. They’re
nice people.”
It is not common to hear someone refer to
enemies of their family for many lifetimes as
“nice people,” but Theodora nodded and said, “I
understand.”
“Do you?” the woman demanded. “Do you
promise to return the statue to its rightful owner,
and do you promise to be discreet about the
Sallis name?”
My chaperone waved her hand quickly, as
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if an insect were flying in her face. “Yes, yes, of
course.”
Mrs. Sallis turned her gaze to me. “And what
about you, lad? Do you promise?”
I looked right back at her. To me, a promise is not an insect in my face. It is a promise.
“Yes,” I said. “I promise to return the statue to
its rightful owner, and I promise to be discreet
about who has hired us.”
“Mrs. Sallis has hired me,” Theodora said
sternly. “You’re just my apprentice. Well,
Mrs. Sallis, I believe we’re all done here.”
“Perhaps Mrs. Sallis could tell us what
the statue looks like,” I said.
“I’m sorry,” Theodora said to Mrs. Sallis.
“My apprentice apparently wasn’t listening. But
I remember. It’s the size of a milk bottle, made of
shiny, black wood.”
“But what is it a statue of?”
Mrs. Murphy Sallis limped one step closer and
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gave us each a long, dark look. “The Bombinating
Beast,” she said. “It is a mythical creature, something like a sea horse. Its head looks like this.”
She lifted one limp hand from her cane to
reveal the head of a creature carved into its top.
The creature looked like a sea horse like a hawk
looks like a chicken. Its eyes were thin and
fierce, and its lips were drawn back in a snarl to
reveal rows and rows of tiny, sharp teeth. Even at
the end of a cane, it looked like something you’d
want to avoid, but plenty of people put nasty
things on their mantels.
“Thank you,” Theodora said briskly. “You’ll
be hearing from us, Mrs. Sallis. We’ll let ourselves out.”
“Thank you,” the old woman said, and took
another deep sigh as we walked back down the
hallway and out of the mansion. The butler
was standing on the lawn, facing away from us
with a bowl of seeds he was throwing to some
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noisy birds. They whistled to him, and he
whistled back, mimicking their calls exactly. It
would have been pleasant to watch that for a
few more minutes, and I wish I had. But instead
Theodora started the roadster’s engine, put
her helmet back on her head, and was halfway
down the driveway before I had time to shut
the door.
“This will be an easy case!” she crowed happily. “It’s not often that a client gives us the
name of the criminal. You’re bringing me luck,
Snicket.”
“If Mrs. Sallis knew who the burglar was,” I
asked, “why wouldn’t she call the police?”
“That’s not important,” Theodora said. “What
we need to figure out is how the Mallahans broke
in through the ceiling.”
“We don’t know that they broke in through
the ceiling,” I said.
“The windows were latched,” Theodora said.
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“There’s no other way they could have gotten
into the library.”
“We got in through a pair of double doors,”
I said, but Theodora just shook her head at
me and kept driving. We passed the small white
cottage and then came to a stop in front of the
lighthouse, which needed painting and seemed
to lean ever so slightly to one side.
“Listen, Snicket,” she said, taking off her helmet again. “We can’t just knock on the door of a
house of thieves and tell them we’re looking for
stolen goods. We’re going to have to use a con,
a word which here means a bit of trickery. And
don’t tell me you already know what that means.
In fact, don’t say anything at all. You hear me,
Snicket?”
I heard her, so I didn’t say anything at all.
She marched up to the door of the lighthouse
and rang the doorbell six times.
“Why do you always—”
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“I said don’t say anything,” Theodora hissed
as the door swung open. A man stood there
wearing a bathrobe and a pair of slippers and
a large, yawning mouth. He looked like he was
planning on staying in that bathrobe for quite
some time.
“Yes?” he said when the yawn was done
with him.
“Mr. Mallahan?” Theodora asked.
“That’s me.”
“You don’t know me,” she said in a bright,
false voice. “I’m a young woman and this is my
husband and we’re on our honeymoon and we’re
both crazy about lighthouses. Can we come in
and talk to you for a minute?”
Mallahan scratched his head. I started to
hide my hands behind my back, because I wasn’t
wearing a wedding ring, but it occurred to me
that there were lots of reasons not to believe that a
boy of almost thirteen was married to a woman
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of Theodora’s age, so I left my hands where
they were. “I guess so,” the man said, and ushered us into a small room with a large, winding
staircase leading up. The staircase undoubtedly led to the top of the lighthouse, but to
get there, you would have had to step over
the girl sitting on the stairs with a typewriter.
She looked about my age, although the typewriter looked a lot older. She pecked a few
sentences into it and then paused to look up
at me and smile. Her smile was nice to look at,
along with the hat she was wearing, which was
brown with a rounded top like a lowercase a.
She looked up from her typing, and I saw that
her eyes were full of questions. “I was just
trying to find the coffee,” Mallahan said, gesturing to an open door through which I could
see a small kitchen stacked with dishes. “Do
you want some?”
“No,” Theodora said, “but I’ll come along
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and talk to you while we let the children play.”
Mallahan gave a shrug and walked off to the
kitchen while Theodora made little shooing
motions at me. It is always terrible to be told
to go play with people one doesn’t know, but I
climbed the stairs until I was standing in front
of the typing girl.
“I’m Lemony Snicket,” I said.
She stopped typing and reached into the
band of her hat for a small card, which she gave
me to read.
Moxie M allahan. The News.
“The News,” I repeated. “What’s the news,
Moxie?”
“That’s what I’m trying to find out,” she
replied, and typed a few more words. “Who’s
that woman who knocked on the door? How
could she be married to you? Where did you come
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from? What makes you crazy about lighthouses?
Why did she shoo you away? And is Snicket
spelled like it sounds?”
“Yes,” I said, answering the last question
first. “Are you a reporter?”
“I’m the only reporter left in Stain’d-bythe-Sea,” Moxie replied. “It’s in my blood. My
parents were both reporters when this place
wasn’t just a lighthouse but a newspaper, too.
The Stain’d Lighthouse. Maybe you’ve heard
of it?”
“I can’t say I have,” I said, “but I’m not from
around here.”
“Well, the newspaper’s out of business,”
Moxie said, “but I still try to find out everything
that’s happening in this town. So?”
“So?”
“So what’s happening, Snicket? Tell me
what’s going on.”
She put her fingers down on the keys, ready
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to type whatever I was going to say. Her fingers looked ready to work.
“Do you generally know everything that’s
happening in this town?” I asked.
“Of course,” she said.
“Really, Moxie?”
“Really, Snicket. Tell me what’s going on
and maybe I can help you.”
I stopped looking at her typewriter and
looked at her eyes. Their color was pretty
interesting, too—a dark gray, like they’d once
been black but somebody had washed them or
perhaps had made her cry for a long time.
“Can I tell you without you writing it down?”
I asked.
“Off the record, you mean?”
“Off the record, yes.”
She reached under the typewriter and clicked
something, and the whole apparatus folded
into a square with a handle, like a black metal
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suitcase. It was a neat trick. “What is it?”
I looked back down the stairs to make sure
nobody else was listening. “I’m trying to solve a
mystery,” I said, “concerning the Bombinating
Beast.”
“The mythical creature?”
“No, a statue of it.”
“That old gimcrack?” she said with a laugh.
“Come on up.”
She stood and ran quickly up the spiral staircase, her shoes making the sort of racket that
might give your mother a headache, if you have
that sort of mother. I followed her up a few
curves to a large room with high ceilings and
piles of junk that were almost as high. There
were a few large, dusty machines with cobwebbed cranks and buttons that hadn’t been
pressed for years. There were tables with chairs
stacked on them, and piles of paper shoved
underneath desks. You could tell it had been a
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busy room once, but now Moxie and I were the
only people in it, and all that busyness was just
a ghost.
“This is the newsroom,” she said. “The Stain’d
Lighthouse was here on the waterfront, typing up
stories day and night, and this was the center of
the whole operation. We’d develop photographs
in the basement, and reporters would type up
stories in the lantern room. We’d print the paper
with ink made just that day, and we’d let the
papers dry on the long hawser that runs right
out the window.”
“Hawser?” I said, and she clomped to the
window and opened it. Outside, hanging high
over the trees, was a long, thick cable that ran
straight down the hill toward the gleaming windows of the mansion I’d just visited.
“It looks like that goes right down to the
Sallis place,” I said.
“The Mallahans and the Sallises have been
friends for generations,” Moxie said. “We got our
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water from the well on their property, and
our science and garden reporters did research
on their grounds. Our copy editor rented their
guest cottage, and we would turn on the lighthouse lantern for midnight badminton parties.
Of course, all that’s gone now.”
“Why?”
“Not enough ink,” Moxie said. “The industry is down to its last few schools of octopi. This
whole town is fading, Snicket. There’s a library,
and a police station, and a few other places open
for business, but more than half of the buildings
in town are completely unpeopled. The Stain’d
Lighthouse had to shut down publication. Most
inkworkers have been fired. The train passes
through about once a month. Soon Stain’d-bythe-Sea will be gone completely. My mother
got a letter from the city and left for a job with
another newspaper.”
“When are you joining her?” I asked.
Moxie looked quietly out the window for
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a moment, giving me an idea about who had
made her cry. “As soon as I can,” she said with a
sigh, and I realized it had been the wrong thing
to say.
“The Bombinating Beast,” I reminded her.
“Oh, right,” she said, and walked over to a
table covered in a sheet. “The Bombinating Beast
was sort of the mascot of the newspaper. Its
body made the S in Stain’d. Legend has it that
hundreds of years ago Lady Mallahan slew the
Bombinating Beast on one of her voyages. So my
family has quite the collection of Bombinating
merchandise, although no one’s ever cared about
it except—”
“Snicket!” Theodora’s voice came from the
bottom of the staircase. “Time to go!”
“Just one minute!” I called back.
“Right this minute, Snicket!” Theodora
answered, but I didn’t leave right that minute. I stayed as Moxie drew back the sheet to
reveal another table piled with items nobody
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wanted. The sea horse face of the Bombinating
Beast wasn’t any less hideous no matter how
many times I saw it. There were three stuffed
Bombinating Beasts that you might give to
a baby you wanted to frighten, and a deck of
cards with Bombinating Beasts printed on
the back. There were Bombinating Beast coffee mugs and Bombinating Beast cereal bowls
stacked up with Bombinating Beast napkins on
Bombinating Beast place mats. But beside this
beastly meal, next to the Bombinating Beast ashtray and the Bombinating Beast candleholders,
was an object very shiny and black in color. Moxie
had called it a gimcrack, and Mrs. Murphy
Sallis had called it a priceless item. It was about
the size of a bottle of milk and said to be valued
at upward of a great deal of money. It was the
Bombinating Beast, the statue we were looking
for, as dusty and forgotten as the rest of the
items in the room.
“Snicket!” Theodora called again, but I didn’t
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answer her. I spoke to the statue instead. “Hello,”
I said. “What are you doing here?”
Moxie looked at me and smiled. “I guess
your mystery is solved, Snicket,” she said, but
that, too, was the wrong thing to say.
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“While you were mucking about with that
flatfooted girl,” Theodora said to me as she
started her roadster and put on her helmet, “I
managed to solve the mystery. I have reason to
believe that the Bombinating Beast is in that
very lighthouse.”
“It is,” I said.
“Then we’re in agreement,” Theodora said.
“I had quite a talk with that Mr. Mallahan.
He told me he used to work in the newspaper
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business but lately has had quite the run of bad
luck! Aha!”
My chaperone looked at me like I should aha!
back, but all I could manage was a quiet “ah.” I
made a note to ha later. We drove past the mansion toward the center of town. Moxie was right.
It was an unpeopled place. Stain’d-by-the-Sea
looked like it had been a regular town once, with
shops full of items, and restaurants full of food,
and citizens looking for one or the other. But
now the whole place had faded to gray. Many of
the buildings had windows that were broken or
boarded up, and the sidewalks were uncared for,
with great cracks in the concrete, and empty bottles and cans rolling around in the bored wind.
Whole blocks were completely empty, with no
cars except our own and not a single pedestrian
on the streets. Some ways away was a building
shaped like a pen that towered over the rest of
the town, as if Stain’d-by-the-Sea were about to
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be crossed out. I didn’t like it. It looked like anyone could move in and do anything they wanted
without anyone stopping them. The Clusterous
Forest almost looked friendlier.
“No job, no wife, a man like that can get desperate,” Theodora was saying. “Desperate enough
to steal a very valuable statue from one of his
enemies. When I asked him if there was anything in his house that was worth upward of a
great deal of money, he looked at me strangely
and said something about his only daughter. I
think he has it hidden away somewhere.”
“It’s upstairs,” I said, “on a table covered in
a sheet.”
“What?” Theodora stopped at a red light.
I had seen no other cars on the road. Only the
stoplights were around, telling nobody but us
when to stop and when to go. “How did you
find it?”
“His daughter showed me,” I said. “She’s
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not flatfooted, by the way. She just wears heavy
shoes.”
“Be sensible,” Theodora said. “How did you
get her to show it to you?”
“I asked her,” I said.
“She must be onto us,” Theodora said, with
a frown. “We’d better act quickly if we want to
steal it back.”
“How do we even know it was stolen?” I
asked.
“Don’t be a numbskull, Snicket. Mrs. Sallis
told us it was stolen right off her mantel.”
“Moxie said the statue belonged to her family. The beast was the mascot of The Stain’d
Lighthouse.”
“That lighthouse wasn’t stained. It just
needed painting.”
“We need to investigate further,” I said.
“No, we don’t,” Theodora said firmly. “We’re
not going to call a distinguished woman a liar
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and believe the word of a little girl. Particularly
one with a ridiculous name.”
“That reminds me,” I said. “What does the
S stand for?”
“Silly boy,” she said with a shake of her head,
and pulled the car to a stop. We were parked in
front of a building with a sagging roof and a porch
crowded with dying plants in cracked flowerpots. A painted wooden sign, which must have
been magnificent to look at centuries ago when
it was painted, read the lost arms. “This is our
headquarters,” Theodora said, taking off her
helmet and shaking her hair. “This is our lodgings and our nerve center and our home office
and our command post. This is where we’ll be
staying. Carry the suitcases, Snicket.”
She bounded up the stairs, and I got out
of the roadster and looked around the dreary
street. Down the block I could see one other
open business, a lonely-looking restaurant called
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Hungry’s, and in the other direction the street
came to a dead end at a tall building with gray
carved pillars on either side of the doors. There
was no one about, and the only other car I could
see was a dented yellow taxi parked in front of
the restaurant. I was hungry again, or maybe I
was still hungry. Something in me felt empty,
certainly, but the more I stood there the less
sure I was that it was my stomach, so I leaned
into the backseat and pulled out two suitcases—
the one that Theodora had said was mine and
another, larger one that must have been hers. It
was burdensome to carry them up the stairs, and
when I entered the Lost Arms, I put them down
for a minute to catch my breath in the lobby.
The room had a complicated smell, as if
many people were in it, but there were very few
things in the place. There was a small sofa with
a table next to it that was even smaller, and it was
hard to say from this angle which was grimier.
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It was probably a tie. On the table was a small
wooden bowl of peanuts that were either salted
or dusty. There was a small booth in the corner, where a tall man with no hat was talking
on the phone, which I looked at wistfully for a
moment, hoping he would hang up and give me
a chance to use it. There was a desk in a far corner, where Theodora was talking to a thin man
who was rubbing his hands together, and right
in the center of the room was a tall statue made
of plaster, of a woman who wore no clothes and
had no arms.
“I guess you have it worse than I do,” I said
to her.
“Stop dawdling, Snicket,” Theodora called to
me, and I trudged our suitcases to the desk. The
thin man was handing two keys to Theodora,
who handed me one of them.
“Welcome to the Lost Arms,” the man said in
a voice as thin as he was. His manner reminded
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me of a word I’d been taught and then had forgotten. It was on the tip of my tongue, as was
one last cookie crumb. “I’m the owner and operator of this establishment, Prosper Lost. You can
call me Prosper, and you can call me anytime
you have a problem. The phone is right over
there.”
“Thank you,” I said, thinking I’d probably
just walk over to the desk rather than wait for
the phone.
“As you requested,” Prosper continued, “I’ve
arranged for you two to have the least expensive
room, the Far East Suite, located on the second
floor. I’m afraid the elevator isn’t working today,
so you’ll have to take the stairs. May I ask how
long you plan on staying?”
“For the duration,” my chaperone said, and
walked quickly toward a carpeted staircase with
banisters that looked too fragile to touch. I did
not need Theodora or anyone else to explain
that “for the duration” was a phrase which here
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meant nothing at all. Instead, I followed Theodora
up the stairs, dragging the suitcases behind me,
and down a narrow hallway to a room marked
far east suite .

Theodora got the key into a

fight with the keyhole, but after a few minutes
the door was open, and we stepped into our
new home.
You’ve probably never been to the Far East
Suite at the Lost Arms in Stain’d-by-the-Sea,
but I’m sure you’ve been in a room you couldn’t
wait to leave, which is about the same thing. Most
of the room was a large bed and a small bed, separated by a squat chest of drawers that appeared
to be frowning. There was a door to a bathroom,
and a small table in a corner with a metal plate
that plugged into the wall, probably for heating
up food. Overhead was a light fixture shaped
like a complicated star, and the only thing on
the walls was a painting, hung over the smaller
bed, of a little girl holding a dog with a bandaged
paw. The room was quite dark, but even when I
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unshuttered the lone window, the Far East Suite
was no brighter than it had been.
“We’re sharing a room?” I asked.
“Be sensible, Snicket,” Theodora replied. “We
can change our clothes in the bathroom. Now
why don’t you slide your suitcase under your bed
and go out to the lobby to play or something?
I’m going to unpack and take a nap. That always
helps me think, and I need to think of how we
can get our hands on that statue.”
“There’s a hawser,” I said, “that runs from
the lighthouse down to the Sallis mansion.”
“Hawser?”
“A hawser is a cable,” I said.
“I knew that.”
“Really?” I couldn’t help asking. “I had to
learn it from a little girl.”
Theodora sat on the large bed with a long
sigh and ran her hands through her endless hair.
“Let me rest, Snicket,” she said. “Be back for
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dinner. I think we’ll dine later this evening.”
“Later than what?”
“Later than usual.”
“We’ve never dined together.”
“You’re not helping me rest, Snicket.”
I was restless, too, and slid my suitcase
under the bed and walked out of the room,
shutting the door behind me. A minute later I
was back on the sidewalk, looking at the empty
street with my hands full of peanuts I’d grabbed
from the lobby. I had more privacy outside the
Lost Arms than I did in the Far East Suite. I
liked privacy, but I still didn’t know how to fill
the time I had before dinner, so I turned and
walked down the block to the building with
the pillars, which looked like my best bet for
something interesting.
I used to be that young man, almost thirteen, walking alone down an empty street in a
half-faded town. I used to be that person, eating
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stale peanuts and wondering about a strange,
dusty item that was stolen or forgotten and that
belonged to one family or another or their enemies or their friends. Before that I was a child
receiving an unusual education, and before that
I was a baby who, I’m told, liked looking in mirrors and sticking his toes into his mouth. I used
to be that young man, and that child, and that
baby, and the building I stood in front of used to
be a city hall. Stretched out in front of me was
my time as an adult, and then a skeleton, and
then nothing except perhaps a few books on a
few shelves.
And now stretched out in front of me was
a scraggly lawn and a tall metal statue so worn
from rain and age that I could not tell what it
was a statue of, even when I was close enough to
touch it. The shadows of the building’s two pillars were wiggly stripes, and the building itself
looked like it had been slapped several times by
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a giant creature that had lost its temper. The
pillars held an arch with the words
the-sea

stain’d-by-

written in letters that had once been

darker, and carved into the wall were the words
city

and

hall,

although they were difficult to

read, as someone had hurriedly nailed up two
other signs on top of them. Over city was a sign
that read

police station,

and over

hall

was a

sign that read library. I walked up the steps and
made the sensible choice.
The library was one enormous room, with
long, high metal shelves and the perfect quiet
that libraries provide for anyone looking for an
answer. A mystery is solved with a story. The
story starts with a clue, but the trouble is that
you usually have no idea what the clue is, even
if you think you know. I thought the clue was
the Bombinating Beast, sitting under a sheet in a
forgotten room of a lighthouse, and I wondered
how I might find out more. I crossed the room
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looking for the librarian, and soon found him
behind a desk, swatting at a couple of moths
with a checkered handkerchief. The moths were
fluttering over a small sign at the desk that
read

dashiell

qwerty,

sub-librarian.

He

was younger than I think of librarians as being,
younger than the father of anyone I knew, and
he had the hairstyle one gets if one is attacked
by a scissors-carrying maniac and lives to tell
the tale. He was wearing a black leather jacket
with various metallic items up and down the
sleeves, which jangled slightly as he went after
the moths.
“Excuse me,” I asked, “are you the librarian?”
Qwerty waved his handkerchief one more
time at the moths and then gave up. “Sublibrarian,” he said in a voice so deep I thought
for a moment we were both at the bottom of a
well. “Stain’d-by-the-Sea cannot afford a permanent librarian, so I am here instead.”
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“How long have you been here?”
“Since I replaced the other one,” he said.
“Can I help you?”
“I am looking for information on local
legends,” I said.
“Dame Sally Murphy is probably Stain’dby-the-Sea’s most famous actress,” Qwerty
suggested. “There should be a book about her
career in the Theater Section.”
“Not that kind of legend,” I said. “I mean
old stories about strange creatures.”
Qwerty stepped around the desk. “Allow me
to lead you to Mythology,” he said, and without
hesitating he walked me toward a row of shelves
in the center of the room. “There’s also a good
Zoology and Oceanography Section, if you’re
interested in real animals.”
“Not today, thank you.”
“One never knows. They say in every
library there is a single book that can answer the
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question that burns like a fire in the mind.”
“Perhaps, but not today.”
“Very well. Shall I help you further, or do
you like to browse on your own?”
“Browse on my own, please,” I said, and
Qwerty nodded and walked away without another
word. The Mythology Section had several books
that looked interesting and one that looked like
it would be helpful. Sadly, it was not one of the
ones that looked interesting. I found a table in
a far corner where I could read without being
disturbed and opened Stain’d Myths.
According to chapter 7, the Bombinating Beast
was a mythological creature, half horse and half
shark—although some legends claim half alligator and half bear—that lurked in the waters
just outside Stain’d-by-the-Sea. It had a great
appetite for human flesh and made a terrifying bombinating sound—I had to get up from
the table and find a dictionary to learn that
“bombinating” was a word which here meant
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buzzing—when looking for prey. Moxie had
struck me as a somewhat unusual girl but not a
liar, and, sure enough, there was a story that Lady
Mallahan had slain the Bombinating Beast hundreds of years ago, although the author said that
in all likelihood Lady Mallahan had just found a
dead walrus on the beach at the bottom of the
lighthouse’s cliffs, and the local townspeople
gossiped about it until it became much more
interesting. Other stories said that people could
tame the Bombinating Beast by imitating its fearsome buzz, and there was a myth about a wizard
who held the beast under his power, as long as
the terrible monster was kept fed. In the olden
days, a gong was rung in the town square to warn
away the beast on moonless nights. The gong
was long gone, but the legend lingered. Mothers
still told their children and their husbands that
the Bombinating Beast would eat them if they did
not finish their vegetables, and locals still dressed
as the Bombinating Beast on Halloween and
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Purim, with masks that looked not very different
from the one I’d donned in the roadster, at least
in the book’s illustrations. Supposedly sailors still
saw the Bombinating Beast, swimming with its
body curled up like an underwater question mark,
although with the sea drained, I couldn’t imagine
that this could be true, at least not anymore.
The book did not say anything about a statue,
valuable or otherwise, and so I stopped reading
about the Bombinating Beast and got interested
in the chapter about the Stain’d witches, who
had ink instead of blood in their veins. I wondered what they kept in their pens.
I read for quite some time before I was
distracted by a noise that sounded like a rock
being thrown against the wall, just above my
head. I looked up in time to see a small object
fall to the table. It was a rock, which had been
thrown against the wall, just above my head.
It would be nice to think of something clever
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to say when something like that happens, but I
always ended up saying the same thing.
“Hey,” I said.
“Hey,” repeated a mocking voice, and a boy
about my age stuck his head out from behind a
shelf. He looked like the child of a man and a log,
with a big, thick neck and hair that looked like
a bowl turned upside down. He had a slingshot
tucked into his pocket and a nasty look tucked
into his eyes.
“You almost hit me,” I said.
“I’m trying to get better,” he said, stepping
closer. He wanted to tower over me, but he
wasn’t tall enough. “I can’t be expected to hit my
target every time.”
“That’s your idea of fun?” I said. “Slinging
rocks at people in the library?”
“I prefer to hit birds,” he said, “but there
aren’t very many birds around here anymore.”
“I can’t imagine why they wouldn’t want to
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be frolicking with a nice guy like you,” I said.
“Hold still,” the boy replied, taking out his
slingshot. “Let me see if I can hit that idiotic
smile of yours from across the room.”
Qwerty appeared as if from nowhere. “Stew,”
he said, a word that sounded much scarier in such
a deep voice. “Leave this library at once.”
“I’m allowed in here,” Stew said, glaring at
the librarian. “This is a public library.”
“And you are a public nuisance,” Qwerty
replied, grabbing Stew’s arm and propelling him
toward the door. “Out.”
“See you soon,” Stew called out nastily to me,
but he left without further insult, and Qwerty
went over to examine the wall.
“I’m sorry about that,” he said, frowning
at a small dent and rubbing it with his finger.
“Stew Mitchum is like something stuck at the
bottom of a waste bin. I try and try to throw him
out, but he just sticks there, getting older and
older. Did you find what you were looking for?”
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“Sort of,” I said. “Can I check out books if I
don’t live in town?”
“Regrettably, no,” Qwerty said. “But I open
the library very early every day. You’re always
welcome to come in and read anything you like.
It’s not often we get people interested in theater.”
I did not bother to remind him that famous
actresses were not the legends I was researching.
“Thank you,” I said. “I suppose I should get going.”
“Of course,” Qwerty said, “if you have a
library card, you can send requests for books
from the library close to where you live.”
“You mean, my library in the city can send
books here that I can check out?”
“No,” Qwerty said, “but you could fill out
the paperwork here, and the book would be
waiting for you in the city.”
“I don’t know when I’ll be back there,” I said.
The city, and the people I liked best in it, seemed
even farther away than they were.
Qwerty reached into a pocket of his jacket
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and pulled out a blank card. “You see, how it works
is that you write down your name and the title of
the book, and the person working at the research
desk sees what book you are requesting.”
I thought quickly. “So the person at the
research desk sees the title of the book I want?”
“Yes.”
“Or their apprentice?”
“I suppose so,” Qwerty said. “Have you
changed your mind?”
“Yes,” I said. “I’d like to request a book from
the Fourier Branch.”
“The Fourier Branch?” Qwerty repeated,
taking a pencil from behind his ear. “Isn’t that
near where they’re building that new statue?”
“I’m not sure,” I said, perfectly sure.
“And what is your name?” he asked me.
I told him, and told him it was spelled like
it sounded. He wrote it down in careful block
letters and then paused with his pencil in the air.
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“And the author of the book you’re looking for?”
I was blank for a moment. “Sorry,” I said.
“Sorry is the author’s name?”
“Yes,” I stammered. “I believe she’s Belgian.”
“Belgian,” he said, and looked at me and
wrote it down and looked at me again. “And the
title of the book?” he said, and it was a perfectly reasonable question. I hoped my answer
sounded reasonable, too.
“But I Cannot Meet You at the Fountain.”
Qwerty looked at me, his face as blank as one
of those extra pages tucked in the back of a book
for notes or secrets. “So your complete request,”
he said, “is ‘Sorry, But I Cannot Meet You at the
Fountain.’”
“That’s right,” and Qwerty looked at me just
for a second before slowly writing it down.
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1. Who is on the other side of that door?
2. What happens next?
3. When will Snicket get a decent meal?
4. Where is the item everyone is looking for?
5. Why do you want to know?
6. Are these the right questions?
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